
First insert the stripped output line 
into the slot, and then sheet-press it 
and lock the screws.

First put the chassis on a proper 
horizontal plane, and then take out 
the base

Fit the upper coupling 
terminal to the lower 
coupling terminal firmly, and 
fasten the latch

Insert the joint lever 
vertically and forcibly 
downward into the chassis 
till it is in place. (The 
insertion depth should be 
around 63mm)

When the joint lever is in place, 
slowly rotate it leftward or rightward 
up to 180 degrees till it is fastened. 
Please pay attention that the rotating 
angle towards one direction should 
not exceed 180 degrees.

(When the joint lever needs to be 
removed, slowly rotate it leftward or 
rightward for around 45 degrees, and 
then press the chassis. Pull the joint 
lever out upward for around 80mm. 
Unfasten the cable buckle to separate it.

Please do not pull the joint lever out for 
too long, or the cable might be broken

Clench to the joint lever with 
one hand, and to the speaker 
tube with the other hand. 
Steadily push it forward till it is 
in place.

(When the speaker tube needs 
to be removed, push it 
backward. Please do not press 
the mesh when pushing the 
speaker tube to avoid mesh 
deformation

To adjust the placement angle 
of speaker, clench to the joint 
lever and keep it still with one 
hand, and rotate the speaker 
tube with the other hand till the 
angle is suitable!

Please do not rotate over 180 
degrees towards one direction

Installation of Output Line Preparation for Coupling End 
Installation

Installation of Coupling End Installation of Joint Lever

Installation and Removal of Joint Lever Installation and Removal of Speaker Adjustment of Speaker Tube Angle
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